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Structure of the Paper – A note by Prof. Steve H. Hanke
During the 1992-93 period, Prof. Culp and I wrote “The Hong Kong Linked Rate
Mechanism: Monetary Lessons for Economic Development.” We did this, in part, at the
suggestion of the late Sir Alan Walters – who was our colleague and collaborator at
Johns Hopkins. While serving as Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s personal economic
adviser, Sir Alan played a key role in the reintroduction of Hong Kong’s currency board,
in 1983. We were also encouraged by the architect of Hong Kong’s currency board, John
Greenwood.
Just why did John and Sir Alan encourage us? Well, at the time, I was engaged in
designing currency board systems for countries in Latin America and the former Soviet
Union. During the advocacy phase of my activities, many people inquired about the
workings of Hong Kong’s currency board. Since there was no comprehensive piece of
research on this subject available at the time, my then-student Prof. Culp and I decided
to write our own paper. Alas, we were too busy with other activities to attend to its
publication.
In the years since Prof. Culp and I wrote “The Hong Kong Linked Rate Mechanism:
Monetary Lessons for Economic Development,” the unpublished paper has sustained a
certain degree of interest. In consequence, we have decided to publish the original 1993
paper, without amendments.
Since Hong Kong’s currency board has evolved from what it was in 1993, we have
invited John Greenwood, who currently serves on the Hong Kong Monetary Authority’s
Currency Board Advisory Committee, to present a brief account of the major changes
that have occurred in the HKMA’s structure since we wrote our 1993 paper.
Taken together, as they should be, the Culp-Hanke and Greenwood papers provide the
reader with a clearer understanding of how Hong Kong’s currency board works and how
it has evolved.
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Preface:
Comments on The Hong Kong Linked Rate Mechanism: Monetary Lessons for Economic
Development
By John Greenwood
About the author
John Greenwood is Chief Economist of INVESCO, an international asset management
company. Dr. Greenwood is a graduate of Edinburgh University, he did economic
research at Tokyo University and was a visiting research fellow at the Bank of Japan
(1970-74). From 1974 he was Chief Economist with GT Management plc, based initially
in Hong Kong and later in San Francisco. As editor of Asian Monetary Monitor he
proposed a currency board scheme for stabilizing the Hong Kong dollar in 1983 that is
still in operation today. An economic adviser to the Hong Kong Government (1992-93),
he has been a member of the Committee on Currency Board Operations of the Hong
Kong Monetary Authority since 1998. He is also a member of the Shadow Monetary
Policy Committee in England. His book, “Hong Kong’s Link to the US Dollar: Origins and
Evolution,” was published in 2007. In 2009 he was awarded an honorary doctorate by
the University of Edinburgh.
Summary
I have begun with some brief comments on the text of the April 1993 version of the
above paper. The purpose is to pinpoint sections of the paper which either
misrepresented the existing (1990s) currency board system in Hong Kong, or are no
longer correct due to changes in Hong Kong since the 1990s.
The second part of the paper presents an update of the currency board arrangements in
Hong Kong, listing and explaining most of the key changes during the decade 1993-2012.
In this section I have focused, as far as possible, on the mechanics of the system,
explaining why the changes were made and how they enabled the system to operate
more effectively.
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1. Comments on June 1993 Version of The Hong Kong Linked Rate Mechanism:
Monetary Lessons for Economic Development
The statement at the top of page 12 (“The Hong Kong banking system was (and is)
completely separate from the Exchange Fund…”) was not strictly correct when written
since The Account had been introduced in July 1988 – i.e. the leading bank, HSBC, held
deposits with the Exchange Fund. This acted as a reserve account for the system as a
whole since HSBC operated the clearinghouse.
On pp. 13-14 and p.33, you discuss cash arbitrage. I also discussed it in Asian Monetary
Monitor. However, the HKMA has always been very doubtful that any such transactions
ever occurred. So while cash arbitrage remains a theoretical possibility (as mentioned
on p. 14) it is doubtful if it ever really played any significant part in equilibrating the
market rate with the official convertibility rate (7.80). As you correctly state on p. 15,
interest rate arbitrage was much more important.
On p.20 there is another reference to the HKAB clearinghouse (“retains a monopoly
over clearing and payments”), but it ceased to exist from December 1996 (see below).
The paper states twice that there is no deposit insurance scheme in Hong Kong, which
was correct at the time of writing (pp. 36 & 37). However, after extended consultation a
Deposit Protection Scheme was introduced in Hong Kong in May 2004 at a level of
HK$100,000 per depositor, which – at the time -- covered approximately 84% of
depositors in Hong Kong but only 16% of deposits by value. Premiums are paid by banks
on a graduated scale according to each bank’s credit rating.
2. Update of Hong Kong’s Currency Board Arrangements since 1993
Following implementation in July 1988 of “The Account” by the Exchange Fund (EF),
effectively a reserve account for the banking system at the Exchange Fund enabling the
monetary authority for the first time to control the monetary base, the Hong Kong
monetary authorities could now control the overall level of money or liquidity in the
system. Their next priority was to embark on a series of reforms aimed at improving the
management of the monetary and banking systems in Hong Kong. While they aimed to
maintain the currency board’s fixed exchange rate, they wanted to arm themselves with
a range of tools – interest rates, control of the monetary base – that would help them to
steer the market exchange rate back towards the official parity if speculators caused it
to deviate too much.
Creation of the Market for Exchange Funds Bills and Notes (EFBN), 1990-93.
The first step was to develop a deeper and more active money market. Hong Kong had
always prided itself on its role as an international financial centre in Asia, but it had
always felt handicapped by the fact that with continuous government budget surpluses
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and hardly any government borrowing, there was essentially no government debt
market in Hong Kong, which in turn constrained the ability of the EF to influence
liquidity in the local money markets. Equally, it meant that there was no array of high
quality debt instruments that could serve as a benchmark for market participants, or
enable Hong Kong’s banks to manage their liquidity more efficiently. The solution was
for the Exchange Fund to create its own liabilities and issue these debt instruments to
the market with enough maturities to enable a quasi-Hong Kong government yield curve
to be built up. Accordingly the Exchange Fund Bills program was launched in March
1990, and Notes (with longer maturities) were issued from March 1993.
Creation of the Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) in June 1992.
This was an interim attempt by the Exchange Fund to provide greater guidance for
overnight, inter-bank interest rates by offering discount and overnight deposit facilities
for banks. The LAF effectively set a floor and ceiling for overnight rates, enabling the
banks to make adjustments to their clearing accounts (at the still-independent
clearinghouse) either by borrowing funds at the offer rate or by placing excess funds
with the Exchange Fund at the bid rate. If rates moved outside the official bid-offer band,
then banks would be obliged to lend or borrow with other counterparties in the banking
system. The experiment did reduce volatility in inter-bank rates, but gradually became
redundant when after the HKMA introduced reserve accounts for all licensed banks at
the authority in December 1996, and was explicitly downgraded by the Seven Technical
Measures of September 1998 (see below).
Establishment of the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) on April 1, 1993.
This brought together the Exchange Fund which had been responsible for the conduct of
monetary policy (the traditional currency board), and the Office of the Commissioner of
Banking which had been responsible for prudential supervision of the licensed banks
and deposit-taking companies in Hong Kong. While the creation of the HKMA per se did
not mark any departure from the existing practices – for example, the Exchange Fund
Ordinance and the Banking Ordinance that governed monetary policy and banking
policy respectively continued in force, and the colony’s reserves were still held by the
Exchange Fund – it was significant because the Chief Executive of the HKMA now
became de facto the Banking Commissioner, and coordination of future policies
affecting monetary policy and the banking system became feasible.
Creation of Reserve Accounts for All Banks at the HKMA, December 1996.
When real time gross settlement (RTGS) for interbank clearing and settlement was
introduced in December 1996, all licensed banks were required for the first time to
maintain clearing balances with the HKMA instead of clearing through the independent
Clearing House (which was closed down). The combined total of clearing balances at the
HKMA became known as the Aggregate Balance. This formally brought Hong Kong’s
hitherto unusual arrangements into line with normal practice elsewhere, enabling the
authorities to control the volume of funds in the system directly through open market
operations. From the standpoint of monetary theory, these changes meant that for the
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definition of the monetary base in Hong Kong now included (1) banknotes -- or the
Certificates of Indebtedness corresponding to them -- and (2) the Aggregate Balance.
To summarize, the fundamental issue being addressed during the years 1993-98 was
how to provide some degree of elasticity within the interbank settlement system – a
shock absorber for sudden inflows or outflows that would prevent interbank rates
becoming too volatile -- while at the same time avoiding the provision of extended
discount facilities that would undermine the currency board principle that base money
should only be created in exchange for payments of US dollars to the monetary
authority.
On the eve of the handover of Hong Kong to China on July 1st 1997 and immediately
ahead of the onset of the Asian Financial Crisis the monetary system in Hong Kong
appeared stronger than it had been at any time since 1972. The note issue was now not
only fully backed by US$, but incremental issues had to be paid for with US$ at the
official HK$7.80 rate per US$, and could be redeemed on the same terms. Insofar as
there was a lack of convergence between the market rate and the official conversion
rate for banknotes or CI’s, there were now several mechanisms for the HKMA to achieve
closer exchange rate convergence, for example by nudging interest rates up or down
together with a range of new instruments (EFBN) that the banks could use to adjust
their own positions, thus reducing the risk of interest rates unexpectedly spiking up or
down. Moreover, the authority had ample foreign exchange reserves to ensure full
cover for all its new liabilities.
However, the Asian financial crisis of 1997-98 abruptly exposed some remaining
weaknesses of the Hong Kong currency board system. The crisis exposed the
fundamental vulnerability of the monetary edifice that had been constructed in the
1980’s and 1990’s in two important respects. First it showed clearly that no matter how
high rates rose, there was little if any convergence between the market exchange rate
and the official parity. Second, it showed that the system was built on altogether too
narrow a base – a few hundreds of millions of HK$ held by banks in the Aggregate
Balance (the newly established reserve accounts of banks at the HKMA). This amount
could easily prove too little in the case of sudden shifts in investor attitudes. To treat the
first problem it would be necessary to limit the movement of the market rate on either
side of the conversion rate for banknotes; to treat the second it would be necessary to
provide a degree of elasticity to the Aggregate Balance by permitting discounting
against assets that were themselves backed by foreign exchange. The Seven Technical
Measures of September 1998 took care of the latter, but the first was only implemented
in stages between 1998 and 2005.
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The Seven Technical Measures, September 5, 1998.
During 1997-98 a variety of measures were attempted to deal with the symptoms of the
crisis, most notably the huge intervention in the stock market in August 1998 when the
HKMA purchased in excess of HK$ 118 billion (US$15 billion) of equities to support the
stock market. However, the fundamental causes of the weakness were not addressed
until early the following month. The intervention in the stock market directly punished
those speculators who were short the equity market, while the Seven Technical
Measures introduced substantially more elasticity into the interbank market mechanism
to enable it to deal more smoothly with sudden inflows or outflows.
The Seven Technical Measures demonstrated the Hong Kong government’s
commitment to maintaining the fixed rate currency board system. The measures
comprised the following:
1. The HKMA provided a clear undertaking to all licensed banks in Hong Kong to
convert Hong Kong dollars in their clearing accounts into US dollars at the fixed
exchange rate of HK$7.75 to US$1. This explicit Convertibility Undertaking is a
clear demonstration of the Government's commitment to the linked exchange
rate system. It was the intention of the HKMA to move the rate of the
Convertibility Undertaking to 7.80 when market circumstances permitted.
2. The bid rate of the Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) was eliminated. As the
improved efficiency of the interbank payment system had facilitated liquidity
management of licensed banks, the need for the LAF deposit facility to facilitate
orderly interbank market activities had fallen away.
3. The LAF was replaced by a Discount Window with the Base Rate (formerly known
as the LAF Offer Rate) being determined from time to time by the HKMA. In
determining the Base Rate, the HKMA undertook to ensure that interest rates
were adequately responsive to capital flows while allowing excessive and
destabilizing interest rate volatility to be dampened.
4. The restriction on repeated borrowing in respect of the provision of overnight
Hong Kong dollar liquidity through repo transactions using Exchange Fund Bills
and Notes was removed. Allowing for freer access to day-end liquidity through
the use of Exchange Fund paper which was fully backed by foreign currency
reserves would make Hong Kong's monetary system less susceptible to
manipulation and dampen excessive interest rate volatility without departing
from the discipline of the Currency Board arrangement.
5. New Exchange Fund paper (EFBN) would only be issued when there was an
inflow of funds. This would ensure that all new Exchange Fund paper would be
fully backed by foreign currency reserves.
6. A schedule of discount rates was introduced, applicable for different percentage
thresholds of holdings of Exchange Fund paper by the licensed banks for the
purpose of accessing the Discount Window. This would ensure that the interest
rate adjustment mechanism would come into operation when the Hong Kong
dollar was under significant pressure.
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7. The restriction on repeated borrowing in respect of repo transactions involving
debt securities other than Exchange Fund paper was retained. No new issues of
paper other than Exchange Fund paper would be accepted at the Discount
Window. This would prevent significant liquidity being provided to licensed
banks against paper not backed by foreign currency reserves.
This package of measures did several key things. First, it created a known lower-level
price at which licensed banks could convert HK$ in their clearing accounts into US$ at
the HKMA. The importance of this was that banks could now count on their ability to
buy US$ or sell HK$ at 7.75 using their reserve or clearing balances at the HKMA. Second,
it eliminated the uncertainty over the banks’ ability to discount EFBN with the authority
in the event that their clearing accounts became overdrawn. Third, in permitting EFBN
to be used without restriction for discounting, it provided a hugely important shock
absorber for Hong Kong’s money markets against future episodes of large-scale selling
of HK$ currency. Banks could now draw on as much as HK$120 billion of EFBN to act as a
buffer against sudden spikes in the interbank market. Simulations conducted
subsequently have suggested that if the speculative attacks of June and August 1998
had been repeated in the environment of the new discounting mechanism, overnight
HIBOR rates would have reached only about 12% and 15% respectively instead of the
15% and 23.5% that they actually reached.
Fourth, the new framework necessarily imposed a fundamental change in the operating
strategy of the HKMA. It was clearly no longer feasible to intervene at some
discretionary level on the weak side, given the new fixed Convertibility Undertaking (CU),
although the authorities did continue to exercise discretion on the strong side. In
addition, with the abolition of the LAF bid rate and the switch to a discount mechanism
that was driven by the banks and priced at the market rate plus some premium, the
HKMA effectively abandoned its previous attempts to steer interest rates within a
specific corridor. Finally the effective freezing of the volume of issues of EFBN ended the
possibility of using Exchange Fund paper to conduct active sterilization operations or to
manage the money market.
Further Refinements to the Mechanism, 1999-2005.
Seven months after the successful introduction of the weak side CU, the Currency Board
Sub-Committee of the HKMA (equivalent to the FOMC) proposed moving the rate
upwards in steps of 1 pip per day (1/10,000 of a HK$) from 7.7500 to 7.8000 (or 500
pips), starting on April and ending in July the following year. This finally removed the
anomaly that the CU (or previously the HKMA’s intervention point) differed arbitrarily
from the 7.80 conversion rate for banknotes. However, the question of whether this
was the optimum strategy repeatedly came up at meetings of the Currency Board SubCommittee between October 1999 and May 2005 because the existence of a lower side
CU meant that there was still uncertainty about the upper limit for the HKS/US$ rate,
and scope for discretionary intervention by the HKMA.
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Discussion centered on two issues. Should there be a strong side CU? If so, at what level
should it be set? For several years executives of the HKMA maintained the view that
there should be no strong side CU, and that some “constructive ambiguity” was
desirable because this would enable the authorities to impose costly surprises on
speculators. Sometimes there was a transitional reason to maintain the status quo, as
for example following the completion of the shift of the lower side CU from 7.75 to 7.80.
However, mostly the view was expressed that if a strong side CU was set too close to
the market rate, then this would undercut the operations of private foreign exchange
operators, and that it was an explicit requirement of the Basic Law that Hong Kong
maintain an active international foreign exchange market (Article 112).
It was not until active speculation on a revaluation of the RMB in 2003-04 that the
HKMA was compelled to take action. Against a background of widening Chinese trade
surpluses and strong capital inflows to Mainland China, a new strong-side CU (where the
HKMA would buy US dollars from licensed banks) was set at 7.75, and the weak-side CU
was to be shifted from 7.80 to 7.85. The shifting of the existing weak-side CU (where the
HKMA would sell US dollars to licensed banks) was to be achieved in a gradual manner
over five weeks by moving the weak-side CU by 100 pips on every Monday starting with
7.81 on 23 May 2005 until it reached 7.85 on 20 June 2005. The end result would be a
symmetric band of 5 cents on either side of the 7.80 conversion rate for banknotes. This
position has been maintained since May 2005 until the present day (February 2013).
Assessment of the Reforms to the Currency Board, 1999-2005.
The result of the 2005-09 modifications to the framework of the currency board regime
in Hong Kong was that it was now far more transparent and automatic, and less subject
to discretionary intervention. Equally important, the need for the Hong Kong authorities
to use a variety of instruments to steer interest rates upward or downward in order to
maintain the spot exchange rate within some undefined range disappeared altogether.
There were now clear limits to the fluctuation of the spot rate on either side of the 7.80
conversion rate for banknotes. Purchases of US$ at the strong-side CU or sales of US$ at
the weak-side CU would be triggered by the banks, not by the authority. Moreover, by
limiting the possible range of exchange rate fluctuation, the strong-side and weak-side
CU points would in turn indicate the limits of any potential loss to a bank or private
investor who wished to conduct interest rate arbitrage transactions between HK$ and
US$ interest rates. In combination, the implementation of these refinements in May
2005 meant that, after 22 years of experimentation, an auto-pilot was finally installed.
The combination of currency board features in force after May 2005 – a fixed rate for
CIs, symmetrical CU bands on either side if it, and intra-day or overnight discounting of
EFBNs by banks to smooth liquidity imbalances – are compatible both with a number of
characteristic features of Hong Kong (such as the issuance of bank notes by private
commercial banks, the encouragement of free capital flows and the absence of foreign
exchange controls, and the existence of a vibrant foreign exchange market etc) and with
the desirable theoretical features of a modern currency board system. Having been
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subject to careful and incremental reforms over the two preceding decades, the
currency board system of Hong Kong has reached a state of development where the key
features of its monetary aspects – as opposed to technological developments affecting
(say) bank clearing or fund transfers -- can be expected to pause for some years.
Macro-economic Policy after the Great Recession of 2008-09.
In the aftermath of the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy in September 2008 and the worldwide recession that followed, US and other interest rates were lowered abruptly and
steeply to the lowest levels experienced in most counties’ history. This posed a major
dilemma for policy makers in Hong Kong. When the Chinese economy started to recover
in the summer of 2009, Hong Kong’s interest rates remained anchored to US rates
through the currency board mechanism. With China becoming an increasingly large
influence on the Hong Kong economy, economic activity in the territory surged and
asset prices boomed. Yet interest rates and monetary conditions could not be tightened
– at least through the conventional mechanics of the currency board system.
The dilemma was solved, at least temporarily, by the adoption of macro-prudential
measures to cool the Hong Kong economy. Thus between 2010 and February 2013
loan-to-value ratios on different categories of mortgage lending have been tightened in
a series of steps, while stamp duties on property market transactions have been raised,
and a range of anti-speculative measures have been introduced. As a result, bank
lending to customers in Hong Kong has slowed from 30% p.a. in 2010-11 to a single digit
growth rate in the second half of 2012.
The philosophy underlying the adoption of these macro-prudential measures deserves
to be spelled out. The authorities take it for granted that Hong Kong can do nothing to
influence US interest rates or the US or global business cycle. However, Hong Kong can
limit leverage among borrowers in the territory, and since it is leverage that creates
problems for policy-makers (because banks may be threatened with failure and require
recapitalization, or firms may go bankrupt eliminating large numbers of jobs, and
householders may suffer negative equity or even foreclosure), the aim of policy is not to
limit property and asset price movements, but to limit leveraged exposure to such asset
price changes. Therefore Hong Kong’s macro-prudential measures are aimed at limiting
leverage amongst the banks, the non-financial corporations and households. A
homeowner who is not leveraged can ride out a boom or bust, but if the householder is
highly leveraged, then when the bubble bursts not only does the homeowner have a
problem, but so do the banks and the authorities. In this way, Hong Kong’s recent
macro-prudential measures (2010-12) supplement the basic disciplines of the
strengthened currency board mechanism (1999-2005).
John Greenwood
February 26, 2013.
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